
Name: ____________________________________

Whole Book Questions 

 Part 1:  Choose the best answer for each question.  
   Write the letter on the line.

 1.  __________   In Chapter 2, what two words did Sarah use to describe herself?

a.  young and vibrant b.  loud and handy

c.  thin and quiet d.  plain and tall

 2.  __________   What did Sarah keep on her windowsill to remind her of Maine?
 

a.  sand in a bottle b.  seashells

c.  a picture d.  postcards

 3.  __________   Throughout the story Caleb and Anna worried about something with Sarah.  
      What was it?

a.  Sarah being mean b.  Sarah not liking their father

c.  Sarah leaving d.  Sarah's cat fighting with heir dog

 4.  __________   What did Sarah teach the kids to do in the cow pond?

a.  swim b.  fish

c.  sail d.  bathe cows

 5.  __________   Caleb figured out what was missing from Sarah's drawing.  What was it?

a.  a haystack b.  the barn

c.  a storm d.  colors
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Name: ____________________________________

Whole Book Questions

 Part 2:  Tell whether each sentence is true or false.  
              Write true or false on each line.

 6.  ______________________  The chickens Maggie brought for Sarah were used for the 
family's dinner.

 7.  ______________________  Sarah lived in Michigan before moving to the prairie.

 8.  ______________________  Papa put an ad in the newspaper looking for a wife. 

 9.  ______________________  The roof Sarah and Papa fixed was destroyed in the storm.

 10. ______________________  Upon arrival to the prairie, Sarah missed her home.

 Part 3:  Match each character to the correct description. 
   Write the letter for each answer on the line

 11. ________ Papa a. liked hearing stories about their 
mother

 12. ________ Caleb b. brought plants for a garden 

 13. ________ Anna c. liked to draw pictures

 14. ________ Sarah d. didn't sing anymore

 15. ________ Maggie e. took care of the housework
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        ANSWER KEY

Whole Book Questions 

 Part 1:  Choose the best answer for each question.  
   Write the letter on the line.

 1.  __________   In Chapter 2, what two words did Sarah use to describe herself?  d

a.  young and vibrant b.  loud and handy

c.  thin and quiet d.  plain and tall

 2.  __________   What did Sarah keep on her windowsill to remind her of Maine?  b
 

a.  sand in a bottle b.  seashells

c.  a picture d.  postcards

 3.  __________   Throughout the story Caleb and Anna worried about something with Sarah.  
      What was it?  c

a.  Sarah being mean b.  Sarah not liking their father

c.  Sarah leaving d.  Sarah's cat fighting with heir dog

 4.  __________   What did Sarah teach the kids to do in the cow pond?  a

a.  swim b.  fish

c.  sail d.  bathe cows

 5.  __________   Caleb figured out what was missing from Sarah's drawing.  What was it?  d

a.  a haystack b.  the barn

c.  a storm d.  colors
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ANSWER KEY

Whole Book Questions

 Part 2:  Tell whether each sentence is true or false.  
              Write true or false on each line.

 6.  false  The chickens Maggie brought for Sarah were used for the 
family's dinner.

 7.  false  Sarah lived in Michigan before moving to the prairie.

 8.  true  Papa put an ad in the newspaper looking for a wife. 

 9.  false  The roof Sarah and Papa fixed was destroyed in the storm.

 10. true  Upon arrival to the prairie, Sarah missed her home.

 Part 3:  Match each character to the correct description. 
   Write the letter for each answer on the line

 11. d Papa a. liked hearing stories about their 
mother

 12. a Caleb b. brought plants for a garden 

 13. e Anna c. liked to draw pictures

 14. c Sarah d. didn't sing anymore

 15. b Maggie e. took care of the housework
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